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VisitBritain’s latest global marketing campaign, Escape the Everyday will build consumer 
confidence and inspire overseas visitors to explore Britain as soon as travel restrictions allow.  

Whether you are looking for information and tools to help you sell Britain to your customers or 
readers or whether you would like to be part of a large-scale campaign, getting involved couldn’t 
be easier. With practical information on how to amplify your business within the campaign, this 
toolkit contains everything you need to know.
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The Escape the Everyday Campaign

The Strategy

The concept is about escaping the everyday sameness that we collectively experienced in 2020 
and now in 2021, everything we have gotten used to over the last year: the same four walls, virtual 
calls, socially distanced gatherings, not travelling very far from home, etc., by showing consumers 
what they can ESCAPE to in Great Britain.

The Market Audiences

We launched the Escape the Everyday campaign speaking to the UK domestic audience in 
September 2020. If you are a UK supplier targeting the UK domestic audience, please reference the 
domestic campaign toolkit.
We are launching the Escape the Everyday international campaign from autumn 2021, dependent 
on market readiness. If you are a supplier or industry partner targeting an international audience, 
please use the information provided in this toolkit.

https://www.visitbritain.org/download-escape-everyday-toolkit
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Our Approach

©VisitBritain/@Arinainlondonland

International Approach to Recovery

Our marketing priority for 2021/22 is re-stimulating 
international demand from those most likely to visit.

Together, we will: 

Get international travellers who are open and ready to travel overseas

To choose Britain as their next holiday destination

By inspiring and assuring them that Britain is a safe and welcoming destination, offering distinctly 
British experiences spanning our rich heritage, culture, natural beauty, and food and drink.

Objectives

• Position Britain as the next overseas holiday of choice by inspiring and motivating consumers to 
book a trip to Britain within the next four months from market readiness.

• Position Britain as a safe, welcoming and inspiring destination, while working with travel trade to 
prepare for recovery.

• Deliver a pan-Britain global marketing campaign that can be localised or adapted to reflect the 
travel motivations, holiday preferences and readiness of the markets, and that the British and 
international travel industry can support and amplify.
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Our Approach

Escape the Everyday

The campaign highlights our unique tourism offer by 
focusing on four themes which align with key travel 
motivators in our priority markets:

Heritage:
Historic & 

Iconic Sites

Outdoors: 
Landscapes

& Coasts

Arts
&

Culture

Food
&

Drink

The campaign communicates that a holiday in Great 
Britain: 

• Offers travellers the chance to escape their everyday

• Is safe and enjoyable 

Underpinned by messaging principles: 

• Inspiration: Uniquely British

• Escapism

• Reassurance: New normal

• Welcoming message

• The unexpected

• Ease of travel
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Our Approach

Key Themes

Heritage: Historic and Iconic Sites
Step into Britain’s ancient history and discover legends you can touch. 
From a fossil-hunting adventure along the rugged Yorkshire Coast to 
a stroll through the State Rooms at Buckingham Palace, our nation’s 
present and future are unveiled through its past. Follow in the footsteps of 
pagans of yore on a visit to Stonehenge, or discover legends of clans and 
kings at Edinburgh Castle. Dip your toes into life in Britain during Roman 
times at Bath’s newly transformed World Heritage Centre, or explore 
the history of Liverpool at one of the city’s ground-breaking museums. 
Wander tiny cobbled streets past golden-stone cottages in the Cotswolds 
or see history reimagined at Nottingham Castle, where virtual reality will 
bring the story of Robin Hood to life. 

Outdoors: Landscapes and Coasts
Sparkling lochs, evergreen forests, rugged sandy coastlines. Britain’s 
diverse landscapes are the true jewel in our crown. Take a paddle in 
the turquoise waters of the Cornish coast. Watch for local wildlife – like 
hedgehogs and elusive red deer – in our National Parks, or gaze up at a 
blanket of stars in one of seven International Dark Sky Reserves. Feel the 
adrenaline rush on a coasteering adventure in Wales, or breathe in the 
tranquillity of a stroll through Scotland’s heather-filled glens. Wander 
the vineyards of Sussex, get hands-on with history on a fossil hunting 
adventure on the Jurassic Coast, or inhale the perfume of countless 
blooms at our legendary RHS Gardens. From north to south, east to west, 
discover our great outdoors and escape to places you’ve dreamt of.

©VisitBritain/Nicole Hines ©Getty Images©Shutterstock/Pajor Pawel©VisitBritain/Philipp Pley ©VisitBritain/Andrew Gardner
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Our Approach

Key Themes
Arts and Culture

Keats, Christie, Hitchcock – when it comes to arts and culture, Britain 
can’t be bettered, and whether it’s Shakespeare or the Stones, there’s 
something for every taste. Over the centuries, our traditional folk songs, 
myths and legends have been joined by rock stars, pop icons and renowned 
artists and playwrights, all telling the ever-changing stories of our cities, 
villages and nations. Whether you’re discovering ground-breaking creative 
works at the Tate Modern or joining the footballing elite at a Premier 
League match; finding artistic innovation in our Cities of Culture or partying 
with Manchester’s LGBTQI+ community at Pride; celebrating literary 
anniversaries up and down the country or tracing the cultural influence of 
our musical icons, these unforgettable experiences welcome you to the 
places you’ve dreamt of – and moments you’ll never forget.

Food and Drink

The tang of salt and vinegar on a golden pile of fish and chips. The sweet 
bite of strawberry jam on a decadent cream tea scone. The rich aroma 
of a traditional steak and kidney pie, coupled with a crisp pint of craft 
ale for good measure. With centuries-old culinary traditions and more 
local producers than you could shake a stick at, it’s easy to experience 
the diverse tastes and flavours of Britain in all their glory. You could find 
yourself dining at one of London’s 66 Michelin-star restaurants, digging 
into classic Haggis, neeps and tatties in Edinburgh, or savouring modern 
vegan delights in Manchester. And with local tipples including Scotland’s 
world-renowned whiskies, London’s finest ales and the sparkling delights 
of English wine, you’ll find Britain delivers for every palette.

©VisitBritain ©VisitBritain/Arinainlondonland ©VisitBritain©VisitBritain/ Quintin Lake ©VisitBritain/Anastasia Ustenikova ©VisitBritain/Sophie Nadeau
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Our Approach

How to use the campaign messaging

The campaign concept is about escaping the everyday that people may have been 
experiencing and the messaging is flexible - it can be nuanced to speak to different 
audiences and also shows the breadth of travel experiences on offer in Great Britain

The campaign messaging is built around showing the consumer what they 
can escape to… within Great Britain, using messaging and lines that give 
a nod to what they have missed in 2020. For example, Escape… 

• to views you’ve missed

• to places you’ve dreamt of

• to history you can touch

• to stories you’ll share

• to traditions you’ll savour

The call to action directs the consumer to plan an overseas holiday as 
soon as possible… with  Plan your Great British holiday. 

This is a call to action that you can adapt and apply to your marketing 
materials. You can adapt to include the name of your business or product. 
For example: 

• Plan your Great British holiday with <insert business name> 

• Plan your Great British holiday and book at <insert business name>   

A supporting call to action of “Check local guidelines | visitbritain.com” 
also features to encourage consumers to check for guidance on local 
restrictions before they travel.
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Our Approach

Key Messaging
From the practical to the inspirational, our key messages 
will help you reassure travellers that Britain is the ideal 
holiday destination of choice for their next trip.

• How to travel safely – Our Know Before You Go consumer online 
resource gives them quick and easy access to all they need to know to 
travel safely, while our Know Before You Go trade information, We’re 
Good To Go mark and FAQs ensures you can help visitors plan their trip 
with confidence.

• Britain is a welcoming destination that is open to everyone – Britain 
is a multi-cultural melting pot with a long history of open-minded 
inclusion, tolerance and respect. Whether visitors are LGBTQI+, part of 
a minority community or have accessibility requirements, they’ll find a 
warm welcome in Britain, along with a host of experiences, activities 
and venues to make their trip extra special. 

• Britain offers both iconic sites and unexpected experiences – whether 
visitors are looking to explore the historic Tower of London or get up-
close-and-personal with the ravens that call it home, Britain is filled 
with both the iconic sites and unexpected highlights that make a trip 
truly memorable. From admiring Bristol’s street art to gliding high 
above the city in a hot air balloon, or strolling the halls of the real 
Downton Abbey before meeting the residents themselves, the iconic 
always has an unexpected twist in Britain. 
 

• Britain has awe-inspiring landscapes that can be easily experienced –
from the historic highlights and rugged shores of the Jurassic Coast in 
Devon to the heather-clad glens and sparkling lochs of Scotland, Britain’s 
landscapes are a mesmerising testament to the diversity of our nations. 
And with every corner of the country easily accessible via road, rail, air, 
boat or on foot, it’s easy to escape to our great outdoors and explore all 
the natural beauty a trip to Britain has to offer.

• Britain has historic towns and cool cities to explore – Vikings, Romans, 
Tudors – they’ve all left their mark on Britain. And whether strolling the 
medieval Shambles in York or soaking up the Roman heritage of Bath, 
visitors will experience living history at every turn. Fans of more modern 
attractions? From the musical legacy of Liverpool to London’s buzzing 
social scene and Glasgow’s urban allure, if they’re looking for cool 
culture, our cities will have them spoilt for choice.

• Britain is a great place to escape from current everyday life – Life might 
have been on pause recently, but when we’re all able to travel again, 
Britain promises something for every visitor. From warm welcomes and 
iconic capitals to awe-inspiring landscapes nestled under star-filled skies, 
it’s the recommended next destination of choice for those looking to 
escape the everyday.
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Our Approach

©VisitBritain/Sam Barker

Tone of Voice

To communicate the benefits of a future trip to Britain 
we focus on inspiring potential visitors with positive 
sentiments that:

• Are inspiring, friendly, welcoming and real

• Promote British icons and cultural highlights with a twist, revealing 
both their expected and unexpected side

• Capitalise on accepted and positive British characteristics such as 
humour, quirkiness and cultural innovation

• Promote the lesser-known aspects of British society from the 
unexpectedly warm welcome visitors will receive to the foodie delights 
that bust the stereotypes of post-war British cuisine

• Work to support attractions, sights and venues within Britain, tying 
them back to our key themes to ensure we tell a joined-up, well 
supported story

• Include key practical information, such as restrictions in place, journey 
times and need-to-know information. This combination helps reassure 
visitors that Britain is a destination that has all the measures in place 
they need to travel with confidence when the time comes
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Our Approach

How to get involved

Amplify your business/destination for free
You can benefit from this global campaign by:

• Applying the Escape the Everyday campaign branding and messaging 
in your own marketing creative 

• Incorporating the campaign branding and messaging to your social 
media posts, newsletters, website or blog alongside inspiring imagery

• Integrating the campaign into your social posts - encourage those who 
visit to share their experience using #LoveGreatBritain

• Ensuring that your website is updated with the key information visitors 
need to know before visiting

• Using content available on our websites, newsletters, and social media 
channels to help develop your own

• Keeping us up-to-date with your news - what’s new, what’s planned 
and any key successes 

Please see pages 39-40 in this toolkit for available assets to use in the 
above activity and reach out to your local VisitBritain contact for more 
information on content available.
Please see page 62 for more social content and ideas.

Unpaid, non-partnership activity

Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-
partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the 
brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, 
please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at 
brand@visitbritain.org

mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org?subject=


©VisitBritain/Rod Edwards

Readiness & Reassurance
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Readiness & Reassurance

Destination Readiness

For the latest UK Government and public 
health guidance and how this impacts 
travel, visit www.gov.uk/coronavirus

It’s important to stay informed of the restrictions in place across Great 
Britain as each nation has implemented different rules, regulations and 
safety measures.

For the latest destination readiness advice for each nation, visit:

England Scotland Wales

For the latest international travel guidance for each nation, visit:

England Scotland Wales

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/
https://gov.wales/exemptions-self-isolation-coronavirus-covid-19-html
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-travel-corridors
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-public-health-checks-at-borders/pages/exemptions/
https://gov.wales/exemptions-self-isolation-coronavirus-covid-19-html


©VisitBritain/ Lee Beel
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Readiness & Reassurance

Travel to and within Great Britain

Testing and quarantine rules

For the latest information on testing and quarantine rules, please visit our 
Know Before You Go trade page.

At different times, advice may vary for each nation. You can find additional 
information via the following links:

• England
• Scotland
• Wales

https://trade.visitbritain.com/know-before-you-go/
https://www.gov.uk/uk-border-control?priority-taxon=774cee22-d896-44c1-a611-e3109cce8eae
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-international-travel-quarantine/
https://gov.wales/rules-foreign-travel-and-wales-coronavirus-covid-19-html
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Readiness & Reassurance

Travel to and within Great Britain

The Passenger Locator Form

All visitors must complete a Passenger Locator Form that collects the 
following information:

• Your passport details or the travel document you’ll use when you arrive 
at the UK border

• Your travel details, including times and dates

• The address where you will stay in the UK (if applicable)

• Booking reference numbers for any COVID-19 tests you must take after 
arriving in the UK

• The invoice number for your quarantine hotel booking if you need one 

If you’re arriving in England and using Test to Release, you’ll also need the 
name of the test provider you booked with.

Facemasks and social distancing

For information on legal requirements regarding facemasks and social 
distancing, please check the specific guidance for each nation:

• England
• Scotland
• Wales

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and-how-to-make-your-own/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and-how-to-make-your-own
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-public-use-of-face-coverings/
https://gov.wales/face-coverings-guidance-public
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Readiness & Reassurance

Advice for Tourists Who Display Coronavirus Symptoms 
While on Holiday
We are working closely with the UK Government on raising awareness of the restrictions and 
guidance for each nation and local authority areas for tourists who fall ill on holiday.

Use your communication channels to clarify what the restrictions mean for 
your customers and what they should do if they fall ill on holiday. Please 
reference the guidelines specific to each nation and displayed on:

• England
• Scotland
• Wales

You may wish to include this information as part of the customer  booking 
confirmation and to adopt the messaging on your marketing  channels - to 
ensure your customers remain protected.

It is important to remind visitors of the 
below key messages:

• If they develop COVID-19 symptoms whilst on holiday, they MUST 
notify their accommodation provider immediately and order a test from 
www.nhs.uk/coronavirus.

• If they are contacted by Test & Trace (England) / Test & Protect 
(Scotland) / Test, Trace, Protect (Wales) whilst on holiday they MUST 
notify their accommodation provider immediately that they have been 
contacted and asked to self-isolate.

• If they have symptoms of Coronavirus, they must follow the quarantine 
guidance on gov.uk. They should also check the relevant website for 
details specific to England, Scotland or Wales.

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/
https://gov.wales/rules-foreign-travel-and-wales-coronavirus-covid-19
http://www.nhs.uk/coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
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Readiness & Reassurance

‘We’re Good To Go’ Industry Standard:  
Find Approved Businesses
What is the Industry Standard? 

The We’re Good To Go scheme, launched last year by VisitEngland in 
partnership with the tourism boards of Scotland and Wales, means 
businesses can demonstrate that they are adhering to the respective 
Government and public health guidance, have carried out a COVID-19 risk 
assessment and checked that they have the required processes in place 
for when people are able to visit them. 

As of 26 February 2021, tourism businesses in the UK registered to the 
‘We’re Good To Go’ industry standard scheme can now be automatically 
issued with the international ‘Safe Travels’ stamp from the  
World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC).
 

The ‘We’re Good To Go’ industry standard scheme has been recognised by 
WTTC as meeting its international global standardised health and hygiene 
protocols and for its role in supporting the recovery of the UK tourism 
sector.

 

The WTTC stamp enables travellers to recognise destinations around the 
world which have adopted global standardised protocols - so they can 
experience ‘Safe Travels.’ 

Why is the Industry Standard important?

The ‘We’re Good To Go’ Industry Standard has been created to:

• reassure visitors and build confidence in travel

• allow businesses to demonstrate that they are adhering to government 
guidelines and have a clear process in place. 

Search for tourism and hospitality suppliers with the ‘We’re Good To Go’ 
mark with this interactive map.  

View the map and search at goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover
 

https://wttc.org/COVID-19/Safe-Travels-Global-Protocols-Stamp
https://goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover
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Readiness & Reassurance

‘We’re Good To Go’ Partner Guidelines

The mark is designed to be used on your marketing channels or promotional material for UK 
businesses with the ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark. 
Using the Industry Standard:

1. The ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark must only be used on products that have 
successfully completed the online process. The mark must not be used 
for businesses who have not registered. 

2. It is the responsibility of the distributor to check the ‘We’re Good To 
Go’ status by contacting the supplier or by searching on our interactive 
map

3. Where a distributor wishes to use the mark on broader promotional 
material e.g. brochure front cover or website, this is only permissible 
if at least 50% of the UK tourism product featured in the material has 
obtained accreditation. If this requirement is met, on the front page 
an asterix (*) should be applied to the ‘We’re Good To Go’ logo with 
qualifying wording “only applies to product showing the ‘We’re Good 
To Go’ logo”. Individual products that have obtained accreditation 
should then display the ‘We’re Good To Go’ logo in the promotional 
material against their page entry.

4. All mark executions (either pre-publication, or on website page) should 
be sent to the VisitBritain B2B representative in market to approve.

Obtaining the mark:

Overseas: Please contact your local VisitBritain office – contact details are 
provided on page 67 of these guidelines. Based on the criteria opposite 
and agreeing to the associates terms and conditions, they will send over 
the assets for you to use.

In the UK: Please email goodtogo@visitbritain.org to receive the  
assets for UK-based businesses.

You can apply the mark to:

• UK product or destination webpages

• Social media posts

• Marketing collateral

• In store point-of-sale collateral

https://goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover
https://goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover
mailto:goodtogo%40visitbritain.org?subject=
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Readiness & Reassurance

©VisitBritain/ Michael Block

Visiting the UK from the 
EU, EEA or Switzerland 
For information on travelling to the UK after the Brexit transition period, 
please check our Visiting the UK from the EU, EEA or Switzerland page. 

This contains information on:

• ID cards and visas

• Border crossings

• Healthcare for EU citizens visiting the UK

• Bringing pets to the UK

• Bringing goods to the UK

• Driving in the UK

https://trade.visitbritain.com/visiting-the-uk-from-the-eu-eea-or-switzerland/


©VisitBritain/Marek Kargier

Creative Framework & Assets
For Paid Partnership Activity
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APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES
If you are a supplier or industry partner looking 
to amplify the campaign and/or targeting both 
international and domestic audiences, the following 
creative elements are available for you to apply to 
your content and marketing materials:
• Great Britain logo
• Escape The Everyday (ETE) lockup
• Campaign colour palette
• Typography
• Campaign imagery
• Hero Headlines
• Social tags

Unpaid, non-partnership activity
Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any 
unpaid, non-partnership activity without express 
permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. 
To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, 
please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at 
brand@visitbritain.org

Great Britain logo Escape The Everyday 
(ETE) lockup

Campaign colour 
palette

Typography

Better Times Alt
Gotham Bold 

Gotham Medium

mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org?subject=
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APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES
Hero Headlines
The campaign messaging is built around showing the 
consumer what they can escape to in Great Britain, using 
headlines that give a nod to what they have missed. 

You can apply this messaging to your own activity by 
following these examples:
ESCAPE... TO VIEWS YOU’VE MISSED
 TO PLACES YOU’VE DREAMT OF
 TO STORIES YOU’LL SHARE
 TO HISTORY YOU CAN TOUCH

Unpaid, non-partnership activity
Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any 
unpaid, non-partnership activity without express 
permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. 
To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please 
email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at 
brand@visitbritain.org

Campaign imagery
Escape the Everyday imagery should be chosen from Escape the 
Everyday: International or Domestic folders at visitbritainimages.
com, which is updated with new images regularly.

Social tags
#LoveGREATBritain
#EscapeTheEveryday

mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org?subject=
https://visitbritainimages.com/groupitem/1652/
https://visitbritainimages.com/groupitem/1580/
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MASTER CREATIVE
Image
Iconic and relevant to the headline. It should 
draw you in and show you the iconic, awe-
inspiring side of Britain.

Headline
• Landscape formats: Left aligned with 

option to use centre aligned headlines IF 
left aligned compromised the impact of 
the image used and no suitable alternative 
image can be found

• Portrait formats: Centre aligned

Great Britain logo
• Is always on the bottom right corner

Image credit
• Sideways, preferably be positioned 

centred within the height on the left hand 
side. If this disrupts the image then it can 
be moved to the right hand side.
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MASTER CREATIVE
Layout Overview

Print examples Digital examples
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GREAT BRITAIN LOGO
Clear space
Great Britain logo must be surrounded by an area of 
clear space. This is defined as the height of the letter 
‘T’ at the size the logo is being used. Text and other 
graphical elements should not encroach on this area. 
When using the Great Britain logo please do not 
adjust it or use it incorrectly.

Minimum size
To ensure ‘Britain’ is always legible, we have 
determined the minimum size at which it should be 
used.

Print the minimum size is 20mm in width.
Digital the minimum size is 70px in width.

Unpaid, non-partnership activity
Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any 
unpaid, non-partnership activity without express 
permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. 
To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, 
please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at 
brand@visitbritain.org

clear space

T height

minimum sizes

Digital minimum

70px

Print minimum

20mm

mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org?subject=
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GREAT BRITAIN LOGO
Size and Positioning
The examples to the right show the size and 
positioning of the Great Britain logo. 

Logo Size
The Great Britain logo Tab height = 1/8 of the 
diagonal (height includes protruding beam).

Positioning
The Great Britain logo should always be positioned 
bottom right, keeping clear of the format margins 
from the bottom edges. (For digital media, margin is 
1/30 of the diagonal. 1/18 for printmedia)

Margins
Digital format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal
Print format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal

Unpaid, non-partnership activity
Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any 
unpaid, non-partnership activity without express 
permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. 
To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, 
please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at 
brand@visitbritain.org

mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org?subject=
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CAMPAIGN COLOUR PALETTE 
The following supporting colours are 
included in the palette to bring the ETE 
international campaign to life. 

Headlines
To provide variety, visual interest and 
contrast without leaving the recognised 
palette, these additional colours may be 
used in tint form, alongside and over the 
primary palette.

Yellow is the primary colour for ETE 
headlines, but in exceptions for accessibility/
contrast, navy may be used.

ETE Lockup and CTA
White is the primary colour for ETE logo, 
CTA and hashtag, but in exceptions for 
accessibility/contrast, black may be used.

PRIMARY ETE HEADLINE YELLOW

Hex: #f4d351
R: 244 G: 211 B: 81
C: 0 M: 14 Y: 67 K: 4

SECONDARY GREAT NAVY

Hex: #1E1348
R: 228 G: 31 B: 19
C: 100 M: 100 Y: 10 K: 55

CTA/ETE LOCKUP WHITE

Hex: #ffffff
R: 225 G: 225 B: 225
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0
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ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
Language variants

Canada, USA, 
Australia and India

GCC
variation

French
variation

Dutch
variation 

Italian
variation 

German
variation 

Spanish
variation 

Danish
variation

Norwegian
variation 

Swedish
variation

Chinese
variation

Japanese 
variation

South Korean
variation 

Russian
variation 

Brazilian (Portuguese) 
variation 



x
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ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
Clear space
To protect the logo from other elements a 
clear space has been designated. The height 
of the logo (x) and divide it in half on all 
sides. Lock-up is supplied as artworks and 
cannot be edited.

Minimum size
To ensure good legibility of our logotype, we 
have determined the minimum size at which 
it should be used. These sizes are based on 
the height (x) of the logotype. 

Print the minimum size is 7.5mm in height.
Digital the minimum size is 90px in height.

clear space minimum sizes

Print 
minimum
7.5mm

Digital minimum
90px (at 72dpi)
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ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
DOs and DON’Ts

Do not place the lockup on a similar 
coloured background; it should stand out on 
the composition and have sufficient contrast 
compared to the background colour. 
• Do not stretch, alter or move the Escape 

the Everyday (ETE) lockup in any way. 
• For accessibility purposes do not resize 

the font below 12pt. 
• Do not change the colours on the ETE 

lockup and hashtag. 
• Do not alter the fonts used on the lockup. 
• Do not place the lockup on new shapes 

or change the position and angle of the 
lockup. 

•  Only use white/black for ETE lockup and 
hashtag. Use designated colour palette for 
headline (message) 

• Make sure no faces are covered by any text 
or logos.

DO only use provided ETE lockup

DO NOT distort or rotate 
the logo

DO NOToutline the logo

DO NOT apply shadows or 
any other effect

DO NOT put the logo 
inside a holding shape
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Better Times Alt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 

Gotham Bold 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0123456789

Gotham Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0123456789

TYPOGRAPHY
The font used for the Escape the Everyday 
lockup is Better Times Alt.
 
You can apply the Gotham font for the 
call to action copy. If you do not have the 
Gotham font you may use a font which 
aligns to your creative and branding.

There are two weights for Gotham. Gotham 
Bold is to be used for the Call To Action 
(CTA). Gotham Medium is being used for all 
other copy.

System fonts are available on all computers 
and typically used for Word, PowerPoint 
and Digital. Arial should be used in place of 
Gotham in these applications. 
System fonts should never be used 
for print advertising or above-the-line 
communications.
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TYPOGRAPHY
HERO HEADLINES
The campaign messaging is built around showing 
the consumer what they can escape to within Great 
Britain, using headlines that give a nod to what they 
have missed.

You can apply these headlines to 
your creative:
ESCAPE... TO VIEWS YOU’VE MISSED
 TO PLACES YOU’VE DREAMT OF
 TO STORIES YOU’LL SHARE
 TO HISTORY YOU CAN TOUCH

Left-aligned Example: 16:9 Digital

Centre-aligned Landscape Example: Facebook Header

Centre-aligned Portrait Example:
A4 Print AD
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CAMPAIGN IMAGERY
Escape the Everyday campaign imagery should be chosen from Escape the Everyday - International within the Brand Collection: Campaigns 
folder at visitbritainimages.com, which is updated with new images regularly.

We know that many of you will have beautiful images and B-roll video footage in your own image libraries. If you need to access additional 
images or B-Roll footage for trade, media and owned channel use: Register at or login to visitbritainimages.com

HERO IMAGES
Suggested use includes banners, OOH, static social/link ads, carousel ads.
Example images available:

For any queries, please reach out to Jasmine Teer or info@visitbritainimages.com

SOCIAL HERO IMAGES
Suggested use includes all other social activity, website/blog/editorial.
Example images available:

https://visitbritainimages.com/groupitem/1652/
http://visitbritainimages.com
https://visitbritainimages.com/
mailto:Jasmine.Teer%40visitbritain.org?subject=Image%20inquery
mailto:info%40visitbritainimages.com?subject=
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CAMPAIGN IMAGERY
During this period, we suggest giving careful consideration to the type of images and video footage that you use and ensure you depict 
experiences in line with government and public health guidance.

Asset Usage Rights:
Campaign assets on VisitBritainImages.com include but are not limited to content owned by VisitBritain, our licensors, or both (as applicable). 
Please adhere to our Terms & Conditions and to the usage rights listed with each asset; more detail on which can be found in our
“Usage Explained” guide.

DO:
• Show natural, happy, diverse, people 

experiencing Britain together – 
couples, small groups of friends, and 
families - consider social distancing 
within any busier shots

• Use bright, vibrant, colourful images 
• Ensure you own the image or 

have explicit permission from the 
photographer and people or places 
featured

DON’T: 
• Show large groups or crowds of 

people tightly packed together in a 
confined space 

• Filter or over saturate images - keep 
images as natural as possible so that 
audiences connect with them

• Use images that you have copied 
from social or the web without the 
necessary permissions in place 

For any queries, please reach out to Jasmine Teer or info@visitbritainimages.com

http://VisitBritainImages.com
https://visitbritainimages.com/terms-and-conditions/
https://visitbritainimages.com/help/usage-explained/
mailto:Jasmine.Teer%40visitbritain.org?subject=Image%20inquery
mailto:info%40visitbritainimages.com?subject=
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Creative Guidelines
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APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR 
MARKETING MATERIALS
The following assets of Escape the Everyday 
branding is available for you to apply across 
your creative. This includes:

• Social
• Print
• Display banners
• Website or social media headers

Asset formats:
.EPS/AI (vector) 
.PNG (pixel)

Download assets here

Great Britain logo - Primary Great Britain logo - Condensed

ETE Lockup

https://trade.visitbritain.com/escape-the-everyday-toolkit
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APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR 
MARKETING MATERIALS
The following assets of Escape the Everyday 
branding are available for you to apply 
across your creative. This includes:

• Social
• Print
• Display banners
• Website or social media headers

Asset formats:
.PSD

Download assets here

Headline examples
Left-aligned 

Centre-aligned Landscape

Centre-aligned Portrait

https://trade.visitbritain.com/escape-the-everyday-toolkit
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HEADLINES
Left aligned Centre-aligned Landscape
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HEADLINES
Centre-aligned Portrait
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HOW TO APPLY IT
The following creative elements for the Escape the Everyday 
campaign are available for you to integrate into your creative and 
marketing activity:

• The Great Britain logo is placed in the bottom right corner 
• Inclusion of the Great Britain logo is required  
• Either your logo or the call to action copy can be applied to your  

creative in line with the following examples: 
• Plan your Great British holiday and visit <insert business name> 
• Plan your Great British holiday and book with 

<insert business name>

• When not using the “Escape to…” headline/copy structure on static  
creative, the Escape the Everyday lock up can be used instead

• On video or non-static creative, you can use the “Escape to…” 
headline/copy structure or the Escape the Everyday lock up.  
Both can also be used if the creative allows and does not clutter   
the image or asset.
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50% of layout width

Example:
Headline is 50% of layout width

Use full 
image frame 
including 
transparent 
background

60% of layout width

100% of layout width

HOW TO USE HEADLINE ASSETS
Headlines
To ensure consistency of font size across all 
media formats the headlines are created in 
photoshop as image assets. 

When using headline assets in InDesign, use 
the full width of the image including the 
transparent background. Do not crop off 
transparent background. Do not measure 
using text width (see examples)
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DIGITAL 1:1
1080x1080px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat 116px from 
the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Primary
Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height 
includes protruding beam). 190px in height 
for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout

Digital 1:1
1080x1080px

50% W
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DIGITAL 16:9
1920x1080px

Great Britain logo - Primary
Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height 
includes protruding beam). 275px in height 
for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Sat ‘1xT height’ from the left-hand side of 
Great Britain logo.

Headline - Left-Aligned version
This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the 
margins. 

CTA/URL
CTA(Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 50pt.
URL is Gotham Medium 40pt.
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout

Digital 16:9
1920 x 1080px

60% W
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DIGITAL 9:16
1080x1920px

Great Britain logo - Primary
Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height 
includes protruding beam). 275px in height 
for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Headline - Centre Portrait version
This is sized to 100% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat 90px from 
the top edge.

CTA/URL
CTA(Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 50pt.
URL is Gotham Medium 40pt.
Positioned centred within the width and sat
‘2xT height’ from Great Britain logo.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout

Digital 9:16
1080 x 1920px

100% W
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FACEBOOK HEADER
Facebook Header 820x312px

Headline - Centre-Landscape version
This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
Positioned centred within the layout width. 
Sat 24px from top edge. 

Hashtag(additional)
Is Gotham Medium 14pt.
Positioned centred within the layout width. 
Sat 24px from bottom edges.  
Use CamelCase to improve readability and 
accessibility.

Facebook Header
820 x 312px

60% W

Hashtag
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TWITTER HEADER
Twitter Header 1500x500px

Headline - Left aligned version
This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
Positioned at top-left corner. 
Sat 50px from both edges. 

Hashtag
is Gotham Medium 16pt.
Positioned at bottom-right corner. 
Sat 50px from both edges. 
Use Camel Case to improve readability and 
accessibility.

10% Width

LinkedIn Post
1500 x 500px

Hashtag

50% W



Leaderboard
728 x 90px

Skyscraper
120 x 600px

Skyscraper
160 x 600px

Skyscraper
160 x 600px

MPU

250 x 250px

Vertical Banner
240 x 400px

50

DIGITAL BANNERS
Overview

Digital banners come in a wide variety of 
formats and sizes. The designs on the right 
are to provide guidance only on how best to 
layout the key elements.
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LEADERBOARD
728x90px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 15% of the layout width. 
Centred within the height and sat
within the margin from the left edge.

Great Britain logo - Condensed
Is sized 62px in height. Positioned centred 
within the height and width of GREAT Red 
box
GREAT Red colour box, size: 144x90px 
(Great Red: HEX EB0000)

Partner logo
Is centred within the height. Sat at the left 
side of GREAT Red box with ‘2xT height’ 
apart.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any 
background except for GREAT Red.

Leaderboard

728 x 90px

15% W
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SKYSCRAPERS
120x600px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 80% of the layout width. 
Positioned centred within the width and sat
72px from the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Condensed
Is sized 50px in height. Centred within the 
height and width of GREAT Red box.
GREAT Red colour box, size: 120x80px 
(Great Red: HEX EB0000)

Partner logo
Is centred within the layout width, sat ‘2xT 
height’ above Great Britain logo

CTA
CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 18pt.
Centre-aligned to the width.
‘2xT height’ above partner logo

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. 
Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background 
except for GREAT Red.

Skyscraper

120 x 600px

80% W
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SKYSCRAPERS
160x600px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 80% of the layout width. 
Positioned centred within the width and sat
72px from the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Condensed
Is sized 68px in height. Centred within the 
height and width of GREAT Red box.
GREAT Red colour box, size: 160x110px 
(Great Red: HEX EB0000)

Partner logo
Is centred within the layout width, sat ‘1xT 
height’ above Great Britain logo

CTA
CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 18pt.
Centre-aligned to the width.
‘2xT height’ above partner logo

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any 
background except for GREAT Red.

Skyscraper

160 x 600px

80% W
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MPU
250x250px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat 26px from 
the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

MPU

250 x 250px

40% W
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MPU
300x250px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat 30px from 
the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘2xT 
height’ apart.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

MPU

300 x 250px

40% W
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VERTICAL RECTANGLE 
240x400px

ETE lockup
This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat
28px from the top edge.

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

CTA
Gotham Bold 22pt, leading 24pt. 
Positioned centred within both the layout 
width and height.

Partner logo
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

Vertical Banner

240 x 400px

50% W
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PRINT A4 PORTRAIT
210x297mm

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT 
height’ apart.

Headline - Centre Portrait version
This is sized to 90% of the layout width. 
Centred within the width and sat 20mm  
from the top edge.

CTA/URL
CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
Centred within the width and sat
‘2xT height’ from Great Britain logo.

Margins
Format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

A4 Portrait

210 x 297mm

90% W
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PRINT A4 LANDSCAPE
297x210mm

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT 
height’ apart.

Headline - Left-Aligned version
This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the 
margins. 

CTA/URL
CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

A4 Landscape

297 x 210mm

60% W
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PRINT  DPS
420x297mm

Great Britain logo - Primary
Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within 
the margin from bottom edge. 

Partner logo
Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT 
height’ apart.

Headline - Left-Aligned version
This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the 
margins. 

CTA/URL
CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within 
the margin from both edges.

Margins
Format margin is 20mm all around

Please consider gutter 
margin in your creative. 
Gutter margin may vary, 
contact your printer or 
repro people if unsure.

NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 

A3 DPS

420 x 297mm

40% W

G
U

TTER
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BUILD GUIDE
Selecting template

Formats
These are the measurements for the most 
common formats.

Safe Border
Even though all the imagery has no white 
border, a safe border needs to be worked 
out to determine the copy-safe area. 
The border is 1/24 of the shortest width.

Copy-safe area
These are generally 2/3 of the safe border.
For digital there are different proportions, 
see table.

Reducing Artwork size
When artwork dimensions become too large 
for file sharing, we must reduce the final file 
size to accommodate this.

0mm - 999mm at 100%
1000mm - 2000mm at 50%
2000mm - 5000mm at 25%
5000mm+ at 10%/5%

Format - Print Measurement in 
millimetre

Safe Border in 
millimetre

A0 841 x 1189 35

A1 594 x 841 25

A2 420 x 594 18

A3 420 x 297 12

A4 210 x 297 9

A5 148 x 210 6

DL 210 x 99 6

Format - 
Advertising 

posters

Measurement in 
millimetre

Safe Border in 
millimetre

6-Sheets 1200 x 1600 50

48-Sheets 6096 x 3048 127

96-Sheets 12192 x 3048 127

160 x 253 160 x 253 7

202 x 129 202 x 129 5

Format - Digital 
Banners

Measurement in 
millimetre

Skyscraper 160 x 600

Skycraper 120 x 600

Leaderboard 728 x 90

MPU 300 x 250

Vertical Rectangle 240 x 400

Print mm mm
A0 841 x 1189 35
A1 594 x 841 25
A2 420 x 594 18
A3 297 x 420 12
A4 210 x 297 9
A5 148 x 210 6
DL (same as A5) 210 x 99 6
Advertising Poster mm mm
6-sheets 1200 x 1600 50
48-sheets 6096 x 3048 127
96-sheets 12192 x 3048 127
160 x 253 160 x 253 7
202 x 129 202 x 129 5
Digital Banners Pixels 
Skyscraper 160 x 600 -
Skyscraper 120 x 600 -
Leaderboard 728 x 90 -
MPU 300 x 250 -
Vertical Rectangle 240 x 400 -

Format Measurement Safe Border
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Get Involved

Social Media Posts

Consider how you use your social posts to encourage your 
fans and followers to take a holiday to Great Britain.

• Include bright, colourful and vibrant images (make sure you own the 
image or have explicit permission from the photographer) to capture 
attention

• Within the copy, highlight the amazing experiences or breathtaking 
locations that people want to escape to in 2021

• Remind your followers what makes Britain special

• Please pay careful consideration when choosing imagery and being 
mindful of whether the visual is in line with the restrictions and local 
guidance, and the experience featured is permitted in that location i.e. 
wild swimming 

• Encourage those who visit to share their experience using 
#LoveGreatBritain

Suggested copy options:

Example 1: Dreaming about Escaping the Everyday? Plan your Great British holiday   
 with us! #LoveGreatBritain

Example 2: Dreaming about feeling free again? Plan your break to Great Britain with us  
 and Escape the Everyday.

Example 3: Escape to places you’ve dreamt about, flavours you’ve missed, and   
 history you can touch. We can help you plan how to Escape the Everyday   
 in Great Britain.
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Get Involved

Useful Links
Useful VisitBritain & partner websites

• Trade websites - Discover the latest 
industry initiatives, learn more about new 
products and find need-to-know destination 
information across the following trade 
websites:

• VisitBritain
• VisitScotland
• Visit Wales 

• VisitBritain consumer website - for travel 
inspiration articles, itineraries or find out 
what’s new in Great Britain

• VisitBritain corporate website - for the 
latest inbound research, destination news 
updates and market insights

Resources available to you

• BritAgent - complete VisitBritain’s online 
training program to become a certified 
BritAgent

• VisitBritain Shop - buy tickets to attractions, 
experiences and product across the UK

• VisitBritain imagery - access VisitBritain’s 
online image gallery available to download 
for trade and commercial use

• Latest inbound research - read the latest 
insight and data available to you

• Inbound market segments - read the latest 
data on the different characteristics of 
inbound visitors

• UK industry groups & bodies - find out more 
information from a range of tourism industry 
groups & bodies

• Search for England Growth hubs and DMOs 
find out more information and product ideas 
on destinations across England

Find out more on

• Annual Events in Britain 2021
• Top reasons why Britain’s brilliant in 2021

Connect & keep in touch 
Stay up to date through our channels by:

• Subscribe to our newsletter 

• Follow us on social media

• Facebook - @lovegreatbritain
• Instagram - @lovegreatbritain
• Twitter - @VisitBritain 
• LinkedIn - VisitBritain

Contacts  
Queries on assets and creative  
brand@visitbritain.org 

Connect with your local travel trade team 
trade.visitbritain.com/your-local-team
Share news and stories 
press@visitbritain.org

https://trade.visitbritain.com/
https://traveltrade.visitscotland.org/
https://www.visitwales.com/
https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en
https://www.visitbritain.org/
https://www.britagent.com/homepage
https://www.visitbritainshop.com/
https://www.visitbritainimages.com/
http://www.visitbritain.org/inbound-research-insights
https://www.visitbritain.org/markets-segments
https://www.visitbritain.org/industry-groups-bodies
https://www.visitbritain.org/business-advice/find-local-support-0
https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en/media/story-ideas/annual-events-britain-2021
https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en/media/story-ideas/top-reasons-why-britains-brilliant-2021
https://trade.visitbritain.com/subscribe-newsletter/?email=
https://www.facebook.com/lovegreatbritain/
https://www.instagram.com/lovegreatbritain/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/visitbritain/
mailto:brand%40visitbritain.org%20?subject=
https://trade.visitbritain.com/your-local-team/
mailto:press%40visitbritain.org?subject=
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	The Market Audiences
	We launched the Escape the Everyday campaign speaking to the UK domestic audience in September 2020. If you are a UK supplier targeting the UK domestic audience, please reference the .
	domestic campaign toolkit
	domestic campaign toolkit


	We are launching the Escape the Everyday international campaign from autumn 2021, dependent on market readiness. If you are a supplier or industry partner targeting an international audience, please use the information provided in this toolkit.
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	Our Approach
	Our Approach
	Our Approach
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	International Approach to Recovery
	International Approach to Recovery

	Our marketing priority for 2021/22 is re-stimulating international demand from those most likely to visit.
	Our marketing priority for 2021/22 is re-stimulating international demand from those most likely to visit.

	Together, we will: 
	Together, we will: 
	Get international travellers who are open and ready to travel overseas
	To choose Britain as their next holiday destination
	By inspiring and assuring them that Britain is a safe and welcoming destination, offering distinctly British experiences spanning our rich heritage, culture, natural beauty, and food and drink.
	Objectives
	Position Britain as the next overseas holiday of choice by inspiring and motivating consumers to book a trip to Britain within the next four months from market readiness.
	• 

	Position Britain as a safe, welcoming and inspiring destination, while working with travel trade to prepare for recovery.
	• 

	Deliver a pan-Britain global marketing campaign that can be localised or adapted to reflect the travel motivations, holiday preferences and readiness of the markets, and that the British and international travel industry can support and amplify.
	• 
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	Escape the Everyday
	Escape the Everyday

	The campaign highlights our unique tourism offer by 
	The campaign highlights our unique tourism offer by 
	The campaign highlights our unique tourism offer by 
	focusing on four themes which align with key travel 
	motivators in our priority markets:


	Heritage:
	Heritage:
	Heritage:

	Historic & 
	Historic & 
	Iconic Sites


	Outdoors: 
	Outdoors: 
	Outdoors: 
	Landscapes

	& Coasts
	& Coasts


	Arts
	Arts
	Arts

	&
	&

	Culture
	Culture


	Food
	Food
	Food

	&
	&

	Drink
	Drink


	The campaign communicates that a holiday in Great Britain: 
	The campaign communicates that a holiday in Great Britain: 
	Offers travellers the chance to escape their everyday
	• 

	Is safe and enjoyable 
	• 

	Underpinned by messaging principles: 
	Inspiration: Uniquely British
	• 

	Escapism
	• 

	Reassurance: New normal
	• 

	Welcoming message
	• 

	The unexpected
	• 

	Ease of travel
	• 


	Image
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	Key Themes
	Key Themes

	Heritage: Historic and Iconic Sites
	Heritage: Historic and Iconic Sites

	Step into Britain’s ancient history and discover legends you can touch. From a fossil-hunting adventure along the rugged Yorkshire Coast to a stroll through the State Rooms at Buckingham Palace, our nation’s present and future are unveiled through its past. Follow in the footsteps of pagans of yore on a visit to Stonehenge, or discover legends of clans and kings at Edinburgh Castle. Dip your toes into life in Britain during Roman times at Bath’s newly transformed World Heritage Centre, or explore the histor
	Step into Britain’s ancient history and discover legends you can touch. From a fossil-hunting adventure along the rugged Yorkshire Coast to a stroll through the State Rooms at Buckingham Palace, our nation’s present and future are unveiled through its past. Follow in the footsteps of pagans of yore on a visit to Stonehenge, or discover legends of clans and kings at Edinburgh Castle. Dip your toes into life in Britain during Roman times at Bath’s newly transformed World Heritage Centre, or explore the histor

	Image
	Image
	Image
	Outdoors: Landscapes and Coasts
	Outdoors: Landscapes and Coasts

	Sparkling lochs, evergreen forests, rugged sandy coastlines. Britain’s diverse landscapes are the true jewel in our crown. Take a paddle in the turquoise waters of the Cornish coast. Watch for local wildlife – like hedgehogs and elusive red deer – in our National Parks, or gaze up at a blanket of stars in one of seven International Dark Sky Reserves. Feel the adrenaline rush on a coasteering adventure in Wales, or breathe in the tranquillity of a stroll through Scotland’s heather-filled glens. Wander the vi
	Sparkling lochs, evergreen forests, rugged sandy coastlines. Britain’s diverse landscapes are the true jewel in our crown. Take a paddle in the turquoise waters of the Cornish coast. Watch for local wildlife – like hedgehogs and elusive red deer – in our National Parks, or gaze up at a blanket of stars in one of seven International Dark Sky Reserves. Feel the adrenaline rush on a coasteering adventure in Wales, or breathe in the tranquillity of a stroll through Scotland’s heather-filled glens. Wander the vi
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	Key Themes
	Key Themes

	Arts and Culture
	Arts and Culture
	Keats, Christie, Hitchcock – when it comes to arts and culture, Britain can’t be bettered, and whether it’s Shakespeare or the Stones, there’s something for every taste. Over the centuries, our traditional folk songs, myths and legends have been joined by rock stars, pop icons and renowned artists and playwrights, all telling the ever-changing stories of our cities, villages and nations. Whether you’re discovering ground-breaking creative works at the Tate Modern or joining the footballing elite at a Premie

	Image
	Image
	Image
	Food and Drink
	Food and Drink
	The tang of salt and vinegar on a golden pile of fish and chips. The sweet bite of strawberry jam on a decadent cream tea scone. The rich aroma of a traditional steak and kidney pie, coupled with a crisp pint of craft ale for good measure. With centuries-old culinary traditions and more local producers than you could shake a stick at, it’s easy to experience the diverse tastes and flavours of Britain in all their glory. You could find yourself dining at one of London’s 66 Michelin-star restaurants, digging 

	Image
	Image
	Image
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	How to use the campaign messaging
	How to use the campaign messaging

	The campaign concept is about escaping the everyday that people may have been experiencing and the messaging is flexible - it can be nuanced to speak to different audiences and also shows the breadth of travel experiences on offer in Great Britain
	The campaign concept is about escaping the everyday that people may have been experiencing and the messaging is flexible - it can be nuanced to speak to different audiences and also shows the breadth of travel experiences on offer in Great Britain

	The campaign messaging is built around showing the consumer what they can escape to… within Great Britain, using messaging and lines that give a nod to what they have missed in 2020. For example, Escape… 
	The campaign messaging is built around showing the consumer what they can escape to… within Great Britain, using messaging and lines that give a nod to what they have missed in 2020. For example, Escape… 
	to views you’ve missed
	• 

	to places you’ve dreamt of
	• 

	to history you can touch
	• 

	to stories you’ll share
	• 

	to traditions you’ll savour
	• 

	The call to action directs the consumer to plan an overseas holiday as soon as possible… with  Plan your Great British holiday. 
	This is a call to action that you can adapt and apply to your marketing materials. You can adapt to include the name of your business or product. For example: 
	Plan your Great British holiday with <insert business name> 
	• 

	Plan your Great British holiday and book at <insert business name>   
	• 

	A supporting call to action of “Check local guidelines | visitbritain.com” also features to encourage consumers to check for guidance on local restrictions before they travel.
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	Key Messaging
	Key Messaging

	From the practical to the inspirational, our key messages will help you reassure travellers that Britain is the ideal holiday destination of choice for their next trip.
	From the practical to the inspirational, our key messages will help you reassure travellers that Britain is the ideal holiday destination of choice for their next trip.
	How to travel safely – Our Know Before You Go consumer online resource gives them quick and easy access to all they need to know to travel safely, while our Know Before You Go trade information, We’re Good To Go mark and FAQs ensures you can help visitors plan their trip with confidence.
	• 

	Britain is a welcoming destination that is open to everyone – Britain is a multi-cultural melting pot with a long history of open-minded inclusion, tolerance and respect. Whether visitors are LGBTQI+, part of a minority community or have accessibility requirements, they’ll find a warm welcome in Britain, along with a host of experiences, activities and venues to make their trip extra special. 
	• 

	Britain offers both iconic sites and unexpected experiences – whether visitors are looking to explore the historic Tower of London or get up-close-and-personal with the ravens that call it home, Britain is filled with both the iconic sites and unexpected highlights that make a trip truly memorable. From admiring Bristol’s street art to gliding high above the city in a hot air balloon, or strolling the halls of the real Downton Abbey before meeting the residents themselves, the iconic always has an unexpecte
	• 
	 
	 

	Britain has awe-inspiring landscapes that can be easily experienced –from the historic highlights and rugged shores of the Jurassic Coast in Devon to the heather-clad glens and sparkling lochs of Scotland, Britain’s landscapes are a mesmerising testament to the diversity of our nations. And with every corner of the country easily accessible via road, rail, air, boat or on foot, it’s easy to escape to our great outdoors and explore all the natural beauty a trip to Britain has to offer.
	• 

	Britain has historic towns and cool cities to explore – Vikings, Romans, Tudors – they’ve all left their mark on Britain. And whether strolling the medieval Shambles in York or soaking up the Roman heritage of Bath, visitors will experience living history at every turn. Fans of more modern attractions? From the musical legacy of Liverpool to London’s buzzing social scene and Glasgow’s urban allure, if they’re looking for cool culture, our cities will have them spoilt for choice.
	• 

	Britain is a great place to escape from current everyday life – Life might have been on pause recently, but when we’re all able to travel again, Britain promises something for every visitor. From warm welcomes and iconic capitals to awe-inspiring landscapes nestled under star-filled skies, it’s the recommended next destination of choice for those looking to escape the everyday.
	• 
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	Tone of Voice
	Tone of Voice

	To communicate the benefits of a future trip to Britain we focus on inspiring potential visitors with positive sentiments that:
	To communicate the benefits of a future trip to Britain we focus on inspiring potential visitors with positive sentiments that:
	Are inspiring, friendly, welcoming and real
	• 

	Promote British icons and cultural highlights with a twist, revealing both their expected and unexpected side
	• 

	Capitalise on accepted and positive British characteristics such as humour, quirkiness and cultural innovation
	• 

	Promote the lesser-known aspects of British society from the unexpectedly warm welcome visitors will receive to the foodie delights that bust the stereotypes of post-war British cuisine
	• 

	Work to support attractions, sights and venues within Britain, tying them back to our key themes to ensure we tell a joined-up, well supported story
	• 

	Include key practical information, such as restrictions in place, journey times and need-to-know information. This combination helps reassure visitors that Britain is a destination that has all the measures in place they need to travel with confidence when the time comes
	• 
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	How to get involved
	How to get involved

	Amplify your business/destination for free
	Amplify your business/destination for free
	You can benefit from this global campaign by:
	Applying the Escape the Everyday campaign branding and messaging in your own marketing creative 
	• 

	Incorporating the campaign branding and messaging to your social media posts, newsletters, website or blog alongside inspiring imagery
	• 

	Integrating the campaign into your social posts - encourage those who visit to share their experience using #LoveGreatBritain
	• 

	Ensuring that your website is updated with the key information visitors need to know before visiting
	• 

	Using content available on our websites, newsletters, and social media channels to help develop your own
	• 

	Keeping us up-to-date with your news - what’s new, what’s planned and any key successes
	• 
	 

	Please see pages 39-40 in this toolkit for available assets to use in the above activity and reach out to your local VisitBritain contact for more information on content available.
	Please see page 62 for more social content and ideas.
	Unpaid, non-partnership activity
	Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at
	 
	brand@visitbritain.org
	brand@visitbritain.org
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	Readiness & Reassurance
	Readiness & Reassurance
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	Destination Readiness
	Destination Readiness

	For the latest UK Government and public health guidance and how this impacts travel, visit 
	For the latest UK Government and public health guidance and how this impacts travel, visit 
	www.gov.uk/coronavirus
	www.gov.uk/coronavirus



	It’s important to stay informed of the restrictions in place across Great Britain as each nation has implemented different rules, regulations and safety measures.
	It’s important to stay informed of the restrictions in place across Great Britain as each nation has implemented different rules, regulations and safety measures.
	For the latest destination readiness advice for each nation, visit:

	England
	England
	England
	England



	Scotland
	Scotland
	Scotland
	Scotland



	Wales
	Wales
	Wales
	Wales



	For the latest international travel guidance for each nation, visit:
	For the latest international travel guidance for each nation, visit:

	England
	England
	England
	England



	Scotland
	Scotland
	Scotland
	Scotland



	Wales
	Wales
	Wales
	Wales
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	Travel to and within Great Britain
	Travel to and within Great Britain

	Testing and quarantine rules
	Testing and quarantine rules
	For the latest information on testing and quarantine rules, please visit our 
	Know Before You Go trade page.
	Know Before You Go trade page.


	At different times, advice may vary for each nation. You can find additional information via the following links:
	• 
	• 
	England
	England


	• 
	• 
	Scotland
	Scotland


	• 
	• 
	Wales
	Wales


	The Passenger Locator Form
	All visitors must complete a Passenger Locator Form that collects the following information:
	Your passport details or the travel document you’ll use when you arrive at the UK border
	• 

	Your travel details, including times and dates
	• 

	The address where you will stay in the UK (if applicable)
	• 

	Booking reference numbers for any COVID-19 tests you must take after arriving in the UK
	• 

	The invoice number for your quarantine hotel booking if you need one
	• 
	 

	If you’re arriving in England and using Test to Release, you’ll also need the name of the test provider you booked with.
	Facemasks and social distancing
	For information on legal requirements regarding facemasks and social distancing, please check the specific guidance for each nation:
	• 
	• 
	England
	England


	• 
	• 
	Scotland
	Scotland


	• 
	• 
	Wales
	Wales
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	Travel to and within Great Britain
	Travel to and within Great Britain
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	Advice for Tourists Who Display Coronavirus Symptoms While on Holiday
	Advice for Tourists Who Display Coronavirus Symptoms While on Holiday

	We are working closely with the UK Government on raising awareness of the restrictions and guidance for each nation and local authority areas for tourists who fall ill on holiday.
	We are working closely with the UK Government on raising awareness of the restrictions and guidance for each nation and local authority areas for tourists who fall ill on holiday.

	Use your communication channels to clarify what the restrictions mean for your customers and what they should do if they fall ill on holiday. Please reference the guidelines specific to each nation and displayed on:
	Use your communication channels to clarify what the restrictions mean for your customers and what they should do if they fall ill on holiday. Please reference the guidelines specific to each nation and displayed on:
	• 
	• 
	England
	England


	• 
	• 
	Scotland
	Scotland


	• 
	• 
	Wales
	Wales


	You may wish to include this information as part of the customer  booking confirmation and to adopt the messaging on your marketing  channels - to ensure your customers remain protected.

	It is important to remind visitors of the below key messages:
	It is important to remind visitors of the below key messages:
	If they develop COVID-19 symptoms whilst on holiday, they MUST notify their accommodation provider immediately and order a test from .
	• 
	www.nhs.uk/coronavirus
	www.nhs.uk/coronavirus


	If they are contacted by Test & Trace (England) / Test & Protect (Scotland) / Test, Trace, Protect (Wales) whilst on holiday they MUST notify their accommodation provider immediately that they have been contacted and asked to self-isolate.
	• 

	If they have symptoms of Coronavirus, they must follow the quarantine guidance on . They should also check the relevant website for details specific to England, Scotland or Wales.
	• 
	gov.uk
	gov.uk
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	‘We’re Good To Go’ Industry Standard: Find Approved Businesses
	‘We’re Good To Go’ Industry Standard: Find Approved Businesses
	 


	Image
	What is the Industry Standard? 
	What is the Industry Standard? 
	The We’re Good To Go scheme, launched last year by VisitEngland in partnership with the tourism boards of Scotland and Wales, means businesses can demonstrate that they are adhering to the respective Government and public health guidance, have carried out a COVID-19 risk assessment and checked that they have the required processes in place for when people are able to visit them. 
	As of 26 February 2021, tourism businesses in the UK registered to the ‘We’re Good To Go’ industry standard scheme can now be automatically issued with the international ‘Safe Travels’ stamp from the 
	 
	World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC)
	World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC)

	.

	 
	The ‘We’re Good To Go’ industry standard scheme has been recognised by WTTC as meeting its international global standardised health and hygiene protocols and for its role in supporting the recovery of the UK tourism sector.
	 
	The WTTC stamp enables travellers to recognise destinations around the world which have adopted global standardised protocols - so they can experience ‘Safe Travels.’ 
	Why is the Industry Standard important?
	The ‘We’re Good To Go’ Industry Standard has been created to:
	reassure visitors and build confidence in travel
	• 

	allow businesses to demonstrate that they are adhering to government guidelines and have a clear process in place. 
	• 

	Search for tourism and hospitality suppliers with the ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark with this interactive map.  
	View the map and search at 
	goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover
	goodtogo.visitbritain.com/discover


	 

	Image
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	‘We’re Good To Go’ Partner Guidelines
	‘We’re Good To Go’ Partner Guidelines

	The mark is designed to be used on your marketing channels or promotional material for UK businesses with the ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark. 
	The mark is designed to be used on your marketing channels or promotional material for UK businesses with the ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark. 

	Using the Industry Standard:
	Using the Industry Standard:
	The ‘We’re Good To Go’ mark must only be used on products that have successfully completed the online process. The mark must not be used for businesses who have not registered. 
	1. 

	It is the responsibility of the distributor to check the ‘We’re Good To Go’ status by contacting the supplier or by searching on our 
	2. 
	interactive map

	Where a distributor wishes to use the mark on broader promotional material e.g. brochure front cover or website, this is only permissible if at least 50% of the UK tourism product featured in the material has obtained accreditation. If this requirement is met, on the front page an asterix (*) should be applied to the ‘We’re Good To Go’ logo with qualifying wording “only applies to product showing the ‘We’re Good To Go’ logo”. Individual products that have obtained accreditation should then display the ‘We’r
	3. 

	All mark executions (either pre-publication, or on website page) should be sent to the VisitBritain B2B representative in market to approve.
	4. 


	Obtaining the mark:
	Obtaining the mark:
	Overseas: Please contact your local VisitBritain office – contact details are provided on page 67 of these guidelines. Based on the criteria opposite and agreeing to the associates terms and conditions, they will send over the assets for you to use.
	In the UK: Please email to receive the assets for UK-based businesses.
	goodtogo@visitbritain.org
	goodtogo@visitbritain.org

	 
	 


	You can apply the mark to:
	You can apply the mark to:
	UK product or destination webpages
	• 

	Social media posts
	• 

	Marketing collateral
	• 

	In store point-of-sale collateral
	• 


	Image
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	Visiting the UK from the EU, EEA or Switzerland 
	Visiting the UK from the EU, EEA or Switzerland 

	For information on travelling to the UK after the Brexit transition period, please check our . 
	For information on travelling to the UK after the Brexit transition period, please check our . 
	Visiting the UK from the EU, EEA or Switzerland
	 page
	 page


	This contains information on:
	ID cards and visas
	• 

	Border crossings
	• 

	Healthcare for EU citizens visiting the UK
	• 

	Bringing pets to the UK
	• 

	Bringing goods to the UK
	• 

	Driving in the UK
	• 
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	Creative Framework & Assets
	Creative Framework & Assets

	For Paid Partnership Activity
	For Paid Partnership Activity
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	APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
	APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
	INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES

	If you are a supplier or industry partner looking to amplify the campaign and/or targeting both international and domestic audiences, the following creative elements are available for you to apply to your content and marketing materials:
	If you are a supplier or industry partner looking to amplify the campaign and/or targeting both international and domestic audiences, the following creative elements are available for you to apply to your content and marketing materials:
	Great Britain logo
	• 

	Escape The Everyday (ETE) lockup
	• 

	Campaign colour palette
	• 

	Typography
	• 

	Campaign imagery
	• 

	Hero Headlines
	• 

	Social tags
	• 

	Unpaid, non-partnership activity
	Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at
	 
	brand@visitbritain.org
	brand@visitbritain.org



	Great Britain logo
	Great Britain logo

	Image
	Escape The Everyday (ETE) lockup
	Escape The Everyday (ETE) lockup

	Image
	Campaign colour palette
	Campaign colour palette

	Typography
	Typography

	Better Times Alt
	Better Times Alt
	Better Times Alt

	Gotham Bold
	Gotham Bold
	 

	Gotham Medium
	Gotham Medium
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	APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
	APPLYING THE CAMPAIGN ACROSS 
	INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES

	Hero Headlines
	Hero Headlines
	The campaign messaging is built around showing the consumer what they can escape to in Great Britain, using headlines that give a nod to what they have missed. 
	You can apply this messaging to your own activity by following these examples:
	ESCAPE... TO VIEWS YOU’VE MISSED
	 TO PLACES YOU’VE DREAMT OF
	 TO STORIES YOU’LL SHARE
	 TO HISTORY YOU CAN TOUCH
	Unpaid, non-partnership activity
	Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at
	 
	brand@visitbritain.org
	brand@visitbritain.org



	Campaign imagery
	Campaign imagery
	Escape the Everyday imagery should be chosen from Escape the Everyday:  or  folders at visitbritainimages.com, which is updated with new images regularly.
	International
	International

	Domestic
	Domestic


	Social tags
	#LoveGREATBritain
	#EscapeTheEveryday

	Figure
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	MASTER CREATIVE
	MASTER CREATIVE

	Image
	Image
	Iconic and relevant to the headline. It should draw you in and show you the iconic, awe-inspiring side of Britain.
	Headline
	Landscape formats: Left aligned with option to use centre aligned headlines IF left aligned compromised the impact of the image used and no suitable alternative image can be found
	• 

	Portrait formats: Centre aligned
	• 

	Great Britain logo
	Is always on the bottom right corner
	• 

	Image credit
	Sideways, preferably be positioned centred within the height on the left hand side. If this disrupts the image then it can be moved to the right hand side.
	• 


	Image
	Image
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	MASTER CREATIVE
	MASTER CREATIVE

	Layout Overview
	Layout Overview

	Print examples
	Print examples

	Image
	Image
	Digital examples
	Digital examples

	Image
	Image
	Image
	Figure
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	GREAT BRITAIN LOGO
	GREAT BRITAIN LOGO

	Clear space
	Clear space
	Great Britain logo must be surrounded by an area of clear space. This is defined as the height of the letter ‘T’ at the size the logo is being used. Text and other graphical elements should not encroach on this area. When using the Great Britain logo please do not adjust it or use it incorrectly.
	Minimum size
	To ensure ‘Britain’ is always legible, we have determined the minimum size at which it should be used.
	Print the minimum size is 20mm in width.
	Digital the minimum size is 70px in width.
	Unpaid, non-partnership activity
	Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at
	 
	brand@visitbritain.org
	brand@visitbritain.org



	clear space
	clear space

	Figure
	T 
	T 
	T 
	height


	Image
	minimum sizes
	minimum sizes

	Digital minimum
	Digital minimum
	70px

	Print minimum
	Print minimum
	20mm
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	GREAT BRITAIN LOGO
	GREAT BRITAIN LOGO

	Size and Positioning
	Size and Positioning
	The examples to the right show the size and positioning of the Great Britain logo. 
	Logo Size
	The Great Britain logo Tab height = 1/8 of the diagonal (height includes protruding beam).
	Positioning
	The Great Britain logo should always be positioned bottom right, keeping clear of the format margins from the bottom edges. (For digital media, margin is 1/30 of the diagonal. 1/18 for printmedia)
	Margins
	Digital format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal
	Print format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal
	Unpaid, non-partnership activity
	Please note: the GREAT logo cannot be used in any unpaid, non-partnership activity without express permission and sign off from the brand team/GREAT. To discuss any unpaid, non-partnership activity, please email Karen O’Sullivan and Claire Driscoll at
	 
	brand@visitbritain.org
	brand@visitbritain.org
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	CAMPAIGN COLOUR PALETTE 
	CAMPAIGN COLOUR PALETTE 

	The following supporting colours are included in the palette to bring the ETE international campaign to life. 
	The following supporting colours are included in the palette to bring the ETE international campaign to life. 
	Headlines
	To provide variety, visual interest and contrast without leaving the recognised palette, these additional colours may be used in tint form, alongside and over the primary palette.
	Yellow is the primary colour for ETE headlines, but in exceptions for accessibility/contrast, navy may be used.
	ETE Lockup and CTA
	White is the primary colour for ETE logo, CTA and hashtag, but in exceptions for accessibility/contrast, black may be used.

	PRIMARY ETE HEADLINE YELLOW
	PRIMARY ETE HEADLINE YELLOW
	Hex: #f4d351
	R: 244 G: 211 B: 81
	C: 0 M: 14 Y: 67 K: 4

	SECONDARY GREAT NAVY
	SECONDARY GREAT NAVY
	Hex: #1E1348
	R: 228 G: 31 B: 19
	C: 100 M: 100 Y: 10 K: 55

	CTA/ETE LOCKUP WHITE
	CTA/ETE LOCKUP WHITE
	Hex: #ffffff
	R: 225 G: 225 B: 225
	C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0
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	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP

	Language variants
	Language variants

	Canada, USA, 
	Canada, USA, 
	Australia and India

	Figure
	GCC
	GCC
	variation

	Figure
	French
	French
	variation

	Figure
	Dutch
	Dutch
	variation 

	Figure
	Italian
	Italian
	variation 

	Figure
	German
	German
	variation 

	Figure
	Spanish
	Spanish
	variation 

	Figure
	Danish
	Danish
	variation

	Figure
	Norwegian
	Norwegian
	variation 

	Figure
	Swedish
	Swedish
	variation

	Figure
	Chinese
	Chinese
	variation

	Figure
	Japanese variation
	Japanese variation

	Figure
	South Korean
	South Korean
	variation 

	Figure
	Russian
	Russian
	variation 

	Figure
	Brazilian (Portuguese) variation 
	Brazilian (Portuguese) variation 

	Figure
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	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP

	Clear space
	Clear space
	To protect the logo from other elements a clear space has been designated. The height of the logo (x) and divide it in half on all sides. Lock-up is supplied as artworks and cannot be edited.
	Minimum size
	To ensure good legibility of our logotype, we have determined the minimum size at which it should be used. These sizes are based on the height (x) of the logotype. 
	Print the minimum size is 7.5mm in height.
	Digital the minimum size is 90px in height.

	clear space
	clear space

	Image
	minimum sizes
	minimum sizes

	Print minimum
	Print minimum
	7.5mm

	Digital minimum
	Digital minimum
	90px (at 72dpi)
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	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP
	ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY LOCKUP

	DOs and DON’Ts
	DOs and DON’Ts

	Do not place the lockup on a similar coloured background; it should stand out on the composition and have sufficient contrast compared to the background colour. 
	Do not place the lockup on a similar coloured background; it should stand out on the composition and have sufficient contrast compared to the background colour. 
	Do not stretch, alter or move the Escape the Everyday (ETE) lockup in any way. 
	• 

	For accessibility purposes do not resize the font below 12pt. 
	• 

	Do not change the colours on the ETE lockup and hashtag. 
	• 

	Do not alter the fonts used on the lockup. 
	• 

	Do not place the lockup on new shapes or change the position and angle of the lockup. 
	• 

	 Only use white/black for ETE lockup and hashtag. Use designated colour palette for headline (message) 
	• 

	Make sure no faces are covered by any text or logos.
	• 


	DO only use provided ETE lockup
	DO only use provided ETE lockup

	DO NOT distort or rotate the logo
	DO NOT distort or rotate the logo

	DO NOToutline the logo
	DO NOToutline the logo

	DO NOT apply shadows or any other effect
	DO NOT apply shadows or any other effect

	DO NOT put the logo inside a holding shape
	DO NOT put the logo inside a holding shape
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	TYPOGRAPHY
	TYPOGRAPHY

	The font used for the Escape the Everyday lockup is Better Times Alt.
	The font used for the Escape the Everyday lockup is Better Times Alt.
	 
	You can apply the Gotham font for the call to action copy. If you do not have the Gotham font you may use a font which aligns to your creative and branding.
	There are two weights for Gotham. Gotham Bold is to be used for the Call To Action (CTA). Gotham Medium is being used for all other copy.
	System fonts are available on all computers and typically used for Word, PowerPoint and Digital. Arial should be used in place of Gotham in these applications. 
	System fonts should never be used for print advertising or above-the-line communications.
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	TYPOGRAPHY
	TYPOGRAPHY

	HERO HEADLINES
	HERO HEADLINES
	The campaign messaging is built around showing the consumer what they can escape to within Great Britain, using headlines that give a nod to what they have missed.
	You can apply these headlines to your creative:
	ESCAPE... TO VIEWS YOU’VE MISSED
	 TO PLACES YOU’VE DREAMT OF
	 TO STORIES YOU’LL SHARE
	 TO HISTORY YOU CAN TOUCH

	Left-aligned 
	Left-aligned 

	Figure
	Example: 16:9 Digital
	Example: 16:9 Digital
	Example: 16:9 Digital


	Image
	Centre-aligned Landscape
	Centre-aligned Landscape

	Figure
	Example: Facebook Header
	Example: Facebook Header
	Example: Facebook Header


	Image
	Centre-aligned Portrait
	Centre-aligned Portrait

	Figure
	Example:
	Example:
	A4 Print AD

	Image

	Article 38
	CAMPAIGN IMAGERY
	CAMPAIGN IMAGERY

	Escape the Everyday campaign imagery should be chosen from  within the Brand Collection: Campaigns folder at , which is updated with new images regularly.
	Escape the Everyday campaign imagery should be chosen from  within the Brand Collection: Campaigns folder at , which is updated with new images regularly.
	Escape the Everyday - International
	Escape the Everyday - International

	visitbritainimages.com
	visitbritainimages.com


	We know that many of you will have beautiful images and B-roll video footage in your own image libraries. If you need to access additional images or B-Roll footage for trade, media and owned channel use: Register at or login to 
	visitbritainimages.com
	visitbritainimages.com



	HERO IMAGES
	HERO IMAGES
	HERO IMAGES

	Suggested use includes banners, OOH, static social/link ads, carousel ads.
	Example images available:

	Image
	Image
	Image
	SOCIAL HERO IMAGES
	SOCIAL HERO IMAGES
	SOCIAL HERO IMAGES

	Suggested use includes all other social activity, website/blog/editorial.
	Example images available:

	Image
	Image
	Image
	Image
	Image
	For any queries, please reach out to  or 
	For any queries, please reach out to  or 
	Jasmine Teer
	Jasmine Teer

	info@visitbritainimages.com
	info@visitbritainimages.com
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	CAMPAIGN IMAGERY
	CAMPAIGN IMAGERY

	During this period, we suggest giving careful consideration to the type of images and video footage that you use and ensure you depict experiences in line with government and public health guidance.
	During this period, we suggest giving careful consideration to the type of images and video footage that you use and ensure you depict experiences in line with government and public health guidance.
	Asset Usage Rights:
	Campaign assets on  include but are not limited to content owned by VisitBritain, our licensors, or both (as applicable). Please adhere to our  and to the usage rights listed with each asset; more detail on which can be found in our
	VisitBritainImages.com
	VisitBritainImages.com

	Terms & Conditions
	Terms & Conditions


	“” guide.
	Usage Explained
	Usage Explained



	_P_
	DO:
	DO:

	Show natural, happy, diverse, people experiencing Britain together – couples, small groups of friends, and families - consider social distancing within any busier shots
	• 

	Use bright, vibrant, colourful images 
	• 

	Ensure you own the image or have explicit permission from the photographer and people or places featured
	• 


	_P_
	DON’T:
	DON’T:
	 

	Show large groups or crowds of people tightly packed together in a confined space 
	• 

	Filter or over saturate images - keep images as natural as possible so that audiences connect with them
	• 

	Use images that you have copied from social or the web without the necessary permissions in place 
	• 


	For any queries, please reach out to  or 
	For any queries, please reach out to  or 
	Jasmine Teer
	Jasmine Teer

	info@visitbritainimages.com
	info@visitbritainimages.com
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	Creative Guidelines
	Creative Guidelines
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	APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR MARKETING MATERIALS
	APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR MARKETING MATERIALS

	The following assets of Escape the Everyday branding is available for you to apply across your creative. This includes:
	The following assets of Escape the Everyday branding is available for you to apply across your creative. This includes:
	Social
	• 

	Print
	• 

	Display banners
	• 

	Website or social media headers
	• 

	Asset formats:
	.EPS/AI (vector) 
	.PNG (pixel)
	Download assets here
	Download assets here
	Download assets here



	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Great Britain logo - Primary


	Figure
	Great Britain logo - Condensed
	Great Britain logo - Condensed
	Great Britain logo - Condensed


	Figure
	ETE Lockup
	ETE Lockup
	ETE Lockup


	Figure
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	APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR MARKETING MATERIALS
	APPLY ESCAPE THE EVERYDAY TO YOUR MARKETING MATERIALS

	The following assets of Escape the Everyday branding are available for you to apply across your creative. This includes:
	The following assets of Escape the Everyday branding are available for you to apply across your creative. This includes:
	Social
	• 

	Print
	• 

	Display banners
	• 

	Website or social media headers
	• 

	Asset formats:
	.PSD
	Download assets here
	Download assets here
	Download assets here
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	Centre-aligned Landscape
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	The following creative elements for the Escape the Everyday campaign are available for you to integrate into your creative and marketing activity:
	The following creative elements for the Escape the Everyday campaign are available for you to integrate into your creative and marketing activity:
	The Great Britain logo is placed in the bottom right corner 
	• 

	Inclusion of the Great Britain logo is required  
	• 

	Either your logo or the call to action copy can be applied to your  creative in line with the following examples: 
	• 

	Plan your Great British holiday and visit <insert business name> 
	• 

	Plan your Great British holiday and book with 
	• 

	<insert business name>
	When not using the “Escape to…” headline/copy structure on static  creative, the Escape the Everyday lock up can be used instead
	• 

	On video or non-static creative, you can use the “Escape to…” headline/copy structure or the Escape the Everyday lock up. Both can also be used if the creative allows and does not clutter   the image or asset.
	• 
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	Headlines
	Headlines
	To ensure consistency of font size across all media formats the headlines are created in photoshop as image assets. 
	When using headline assets in InDesign, use the full width of the image including the transparent background. Do not crop off transparent background. Do not measure using text width (see examples)
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	DIGITAL 1:1
	DIGITAL 1:1

	1080x1080px
	1080x1080px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat 116px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height includes protruding beam). 190px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Figure
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
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	1920x1080px
	1920x1080px
	1920x1080px

	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height includes protruding beam). 275px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Sat ‘1xT height’ from the left-hand side of Great Britain logo.
	Headline - Left-Aligned version
	This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
	Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the margins. 
	CTA/URL
	CTA(Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 50pt.
	URL is Gotham Medium 40pt.
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal
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	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
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	DIGITAL 9:16
	DIGITAL 9:16

	1080x1920px
	1080x1920px
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Logo tab height = 1/8 of diagonal (height includes protruding beam). 275px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Headline - Centre Portrait version
	This is sized to 100% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat 90px from the top edge.
	CTA/URL
	CTA(Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 50pt.
	URL is Gotham Medium 40pt.
	Positioned centred within the width and sat
	‘2xT height’ from Great Britain logo.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Figure
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout
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	FACEBOOK HEADER
	FACEBOOK HEADER

	Facebook Header 820x312px
	Facebook Header 820x312px
	Headline - Centre-Landscape version
	This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
	Positioned centred within the layout width. 
	Sat 24px from top edge. 
	Hashtag(additional)
	Is Gotham Medium 14pt.
	Positioned centred within the layout width. 
	Sat 24px from bottom edges. Use CamelCase to improve readability and accessibility.
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	TWITTER HEADER
	TWITTER HEADER

	Twitter Header 1500x500px
	Twitter Header 1500x500px
	Headline - Left aligned version
	This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
	Positioned at top-left corner. 
	Sat 50px from both edges. 
	Hashtag
	is Gotham Medium 16pt.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner. 
	Sat 50px from both edges. 
	Use Camel Case to improve readability and accessibility.
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	DIGITAL BANNERS
	DIGITAL BANNERS

	Overview
	Overview
	Digital banners come in a wide variety of formats and sizes. The designs on the right are to provide guidance only on how best to layout the key elements.
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	LEADERBOARD

	728x90px
	728x90px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 15% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the height and sat
	within the margin from the left edge.
	Great Britain logo - Condensed
	Is sized 62px in height. Positioned centred within the height and width of GREAT Red box
	GREAT Red colour box, size: 144x90px (Great Red: HEX EB0000)
	Partner logo
	Is centred within the height. Sat at the left side of GREAT Red box with ‘2xT height’ apart.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.
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	120x600px
	120x600px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 80% of the layout width. 
	Positioned centred within the width and sat
	72px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Condensed
	Is sized 50px in height. Centred within the height and width of GREAT Red box.
	GREAT Red colour box, size: 120x80px (Great Red: HEX EB0000)
	Partner logo
	Is centred within the layout width, sat ‘2xT height’ above Great Britain logo
	CTA
	CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 18pt.
	Centre-aligned to the width.
	‘2xT height’ above partner logo
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.
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	SKYSCRAPERS
	SKYSCRAPERS

	160x600px
	160x600px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 80% of the layout width. 
	Positioned centred within the width and sat
	72px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Condensed
	Is sized 68px in height. Centred within the height and width of GREAT Red box.
	GREAT Red colour box, size: 160x110px (Great Red: HEX EB0000)
	Partner logo
	Is centred within the layout width, sat ‘1xT height’ above Great Britain logo
	CTA
	CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 18pt.
	Centre-aligned to the width.
	‘2xT height’ above partner logo
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.
	NOTE: Condensed logo is used in this layout. Don’t use Condensed Logo on any background except for GREAT Red.


	Article 56 畳敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮⁄潮遴⁵獥⁃潮摥湳敤⁌潧漠潮湹慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	MPU
	MPU

	250x250px
	250x250px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat 26px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 57s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 ⁴桥慲杩渠晲潭潴栠敤来献. 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	MPU
	MPU

	300x250px
	300x250px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat 30px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘2xT height’ apart.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 58s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 ㉸吠桥楧桴造慰慲琮o瑴潭摧攮 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	VERTICAL RECTANGLE 
	VERTICAL RECTANGLE 

	240x400px
	240x400px
	ETE lockup
	This is sized to 50% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat
	28px from the top edge.
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 58px in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	CTA
	Gotham Bold 22pt, leading 24pt. 
	Positioned centred within both the layout width and height.
	Partner logo
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/30 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 59s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 ⁴桥慲杩渠晲潭潴栠敤来献. 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	PRINT  PORTRAIT
	PRINT  PORTRAIT
	A4


	210x297mm
	210x297mm
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT height’ apart.
	Headline - Centre Portrait version
	This is sized to 90% of the layout width. 
	Centred within the width and sat 20mm  from the top edge.
	CTA/URL
	CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
	URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
	Centred within the width and sat
	‘2xT height’ from Great Britain logo.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 60s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 瑨攠瑯瀠敤来⸀慲琮o瑴潭摧攮 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	PRINT  LANDSCAPE
	PRINT  LANDSCAPE
	A4


	297x210mm
	297x210mm
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT height’ apart.
	Headline - Left-Aligned version
	This is sized to 60% of the layout width. 
	Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the margins. 
	CTA/URL
	CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
	URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 1/18 of the diagonal

	Image
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 61s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 ⁴桥慲杩渠晲潭潴栠敤来献. 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	PRINT DPS
	PRINT DPS

	420x297mm
	420x297mm
	Great Britain logo - Primary
	Is sized 45.5mm in height for this layout.
	Positioned at bottom-right corner, sat within the margin from bottom edge. 
	Partner logo
	Sat at the left side of Great Britain with ‘1xT height’ apart.
	Headline - Left-Aligned version
	This is sized to 40% of the layout width. 
	Positioned at top-left corner, sat within the margins. 
	CTA/URL
	CTA (Call To Action) is Gotham Bold 30pt.
	URL is Gotham Medium 22pt.
	Positioned at bottom-left corner, sat within the margin from both edges.
	Margins
	Format margin is 20mm all around

	Image
	Please consider gutter 
	Please consider gutter 
	Please consider gutter 
	margin in your creative. 
	Gutter margin may vary, 
	contact your printer or 
	repro people if unsure.


	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 
	NOTE: Primary logo is used in this layout. 


	Article 62s敤渠瑨楳慹潵琮 ⁴桥慲杩渠晲潭潴栠敤来献. 慣歧牯畮搠數捥灴潲⁇剅䅔⁒敤⸀潮汹渠桯眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	BUILD GUIDE
	BUILD GUIDE

	Selecting template
	Selecting template
	Formats
	These are the measurements for the most common formats.
	Safe Border
	Even though all the imagery has no white border, a safe border needs to be worked out to determine the copy-safe area. 
	The border is 1/24 of the shortest width.
	Copy-safe area
	These are generally 2/3 of the safe border.
	For digital there are different proportions, see table.
	Reducing Artwork size
	When artwork dimensions become too large for file sharing, we must reduce the final file size to accommodate this.
	0mm - 999mm at 100%
	1000mm - 2000mm at 50%
	2000mm - 5000mm at 25%
	5000mm+ at 10%/5%

	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print
	Format - Print


	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	millimetre


	Safe Border in 
	Safe Border in 
	Safe Border in 
	millimetre




	A0
	A0
	A0
	A0
	A0


	841 x 1189
	841 x 1189
	841 x 1189


	35
	35
	35



	A1
	A1
	A1
	A1


	594 x 841
	594 x 841
	594 x 841


	25
	25
	25



	A2
	A2
	A2
	A2


	420 x 594
	420 x 594
	420 x 594


	18
	18
	18



	A3
	A3
	A3
	A3


	420 x 297
	420 x 297
	420 x 297


	12
	12
	12



	A4
	A4
	A4
	A4


	210 x 297
	210 x 297
	210 x 297


	9
	9
	9



	A5
	A5
	A5
	A5


	148 x 210
	148 x 210
	148 x 210


	6
	6
	6



	DL
	DL
	DL
	DL


	210 x 99
	210 x 99
	210 x 99


	6
	6
	6







	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Format - 
	Advertising 
	posters


	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	millimetre


	Safe Border in 
	Safe Border in 
	Safe Border in 
	millimetre




	6-Sheets
	6-Sheets
	6-Sheets
	6-Sheets
	6-Sheets


	1200 x 1600
	1200 x 1600
	1200 x 1600


	50
	50
	50



	48-Sheets
	48-Sheets
	48-Sheets
	48-Sheets


	6096 x 3048
	6096 x 3048
	6096 x 3048


	127
	127
	127



	96-Sheets
	96-Sheets
	96-Sheets
	96-Sheets


	12192 x 3048
	12192 x 3048
	12192 x 3048


	127
	127
	127



	160 x 253
	160 x 253
	160 x 253
	160 x 253


	160 x 253
	160 x 253
	160 x 253


	7
	7
	7



	202 x 129
	202 x 129
	202 x 129
	202 x 129


	202 x 129
	202 x 129
	202 x 129


	5
	5
	5







	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Format - Digital 
	Banners


	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	Measurement in 
	millimetre




	Skyscraper
	Skyscraper
	Skyscraper
	Skyscraper
	Skyscraper


	160 x 600
	160 x 600
	160 x 600



	Skycraper
	Skycraper
	Skycraper
	Skycraper


	120 x 600
	120 x 600
	120 x 600



	Leaderboard
	Leaderboard
	Leaderboard
	Leaderboard


	728 x 90
	728 x 90
	728 x 90



	MPU
	MPU
	MPU
	MPU


	300 x 250
	300 x 250
	300 x 250



	Vertical Rectangle
	Vertical Rectangle
	Vertical Rectangle
	Vertical Rectangle


	240 x 400
	240 x 400
	240 x 400








	Article 63 扥捯浥⁴潯慲来潲楬攠獨慲楮本⁷攠浵獴敤畣攠瑨攠晩湡氠晩汥楺攠瑯捣潭浯摡瑥⁴桩献e愮 眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	Get Involved
	Get Involved


	Article 64 扥捯浥⁴潯慲来潲楬攠獨慲楮本⁷攠浵獴敤畣攠瑨攠晩湡氠晩汥楺攠瑯捣潭浯摡瑥⁴桩献e愮 眠扥獴⁴漠污祯畴⁴桥敹汥浥湴献t敡獵牥⁵獩湧⁴數琠睩摴栠⡳敥硡浰汥猩g攠潲獳整⸀捨慮攠景畮搠楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	Social Media Posts
	Social Media Posts

	Consider how you use your social posts to encourage your fans and followers to take a holiday to Great Britain.
	Consider how you use your social posts to encourage your fans and followers to take a holiday to Great Britain.
	Include bright, colourful and vibrant images (make sure you own the image or have explicit permission from the photographer) to capture attention
	• 

	Within the copy, highlight the amazing experiences or breathtaking locations that people want to escape to in 2021
	• 

	Remind your followers what makes Britain special
	• 

	Please pay careful consideration when choosing imagery and being mindful of whether the visual is in line with the restrictions and local guidance, and the experience featured is permitted in that location i.e. wild swimming 
	• 

	Encourage those who visit to share their experience using #LoveGreatBritain
	• 


	Image
	Suggested copy options:
	Suggested copy options:
	Example 1: Dreaming about Escaping the Everyday? Plan your Great British holiday    with us! #LoveGreatBritain
	Example 2: Dreaming about feeling free again? Plan your break to Great Britain with us   and Escape the Everyday.
	Example 3: Escape to places you’ve dreamt about, flavours you’ve missed, and    history you can touch. We can help you plan how to Escape the Everyday    in Great Britain.


	Article 65a捥猠祯疐癥牥慭琠慢潵琬污癯畲猠祯疐癥楳獥搬湤††桩獴潲礠祯甠捡渠瑯畣栮⁗攠捡渠桥汰⁹潵⁰污渠桯眠瑯⁅獣慰攠瑨攠䕶敲祤慹††楮⁇牥慴⁂物瑡楮⸀牥搠楳⁰敲浩瑴敤渠瑨慴潣慴楯渠椮攮⁷楬搠獷業浩湧 楮畲C污楲攠䑲楳捯汬琀汥慳攠摯潴摪畳琠楴爠畳攠楴湣潲牥捴汹⸀汤攠慰灬楥搠瑯⁴桥坥遲攠䝯潤⁔漠䝯造汯杯⁷楴栠煵慬楦祩湧⁷潲摩湧₍潮汹灰汩敳⁴漠灲潤畣琠獨潷楮朠瑨攠轗斐牥⁇潯搠呯⁇澐潧澎⸠䥮摩癩摵慬⁰牯摵捴猠瑨慴慶攠潢瑡楮敤捣牥摩瑡瑩潮桯畬搠瑨敮楳灬慹⁴桥坥遲
	Useful Links
	Useful Links

	Useful VisitBritain & partner websites
	Useful VisitBritain & partner websites
	Trade websites - Discover the latest industry initiatives, learn more about new products and find need-to-know destination information across the following trade websites:
	• 

	• 
	• 
	VisitBritain
	VisitBritain


	• 
	• 
	VisitScotland
	VisitScotland


	• 
	• 
	Visit Wales
	Visit Wales

	 

	 - for travel inspiration articles, itineraries or find out what’s new in Great Britain
	• 
	VisitBritain consumer website
	VisitBritain consumer website


	 - for the latest inbound research, destination news updates and market insights
	• 
	VisitBritain corporate website
	VisitBritain corporate website


	Resources available to you
	 - complete VisitBritain’s online training program to become a certified BritAgent
	• 
	BritAgent
	BritAgent


	 - buy tickets to attractions, experiences and product across the UK
	• 
	VisitBritain Shop
	VisitBritain Shop


	 - access VisitBritain’s online image gallery available to download for trade and commercial use
	• 
	VisitBritain imagery
	VisitBritain imagery


	 - read the latest insight and data available to you
	• 
	Latest inbound research
	Latest inbound research


	 - read the latest data on the different characteristics of inbound visitors
	• 
	Inbound market segments
	Inbound market segments


	 - find out more information from a range of tourism industry groups & bodies
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